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Abstract
Social web increases its potential rapidly. Growing number of involved users leads to signiﬁcant increase in amount
of user-generated content. End users have great opportunity to express themselves by publishing statuses, blogs
or photos and in the meantime they consume the content
generated by others. In our work we focus on process of
social web data consumption - gathering, processing and
visualization. In our research we focus on processing of
unstructured textual content of Social Web in order to
achieve more eﬃcient access to relevant information. We
have designed and evaluated methods for building precise
content clusters by mining social web data. Our ﬁndings
indicate the need to encounter external knowledge and
the internal relationships between objects on social web
to increase the accuracy of extracted knowledge. In user
study we demonstrate how the accurate content clusters
augment the access to relevant information on the social
web.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.7.5 [Document and Text Processing]: Document
Capture—Document analysis; I.5.3 [Pattern Recognition]: Clustering—Algorithms; I.5.4 [Pattern Recognition]: Applications—Text processing; H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and
Indexing—Linguistic processing
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1. Introduction
Web 2.0 empowered broad audience of web users to participate on web content creation. Everyone got a chance
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to be a data producer. In meantime emergence of the Web
2.0 created a group of innovative applications like blogs,
wikis, social networking sites, photo sharing applications,
content bookmarking tools and many others to be used
by very broad audience. Social web can be understood as
huge and valuable source of information. But as amount
of data and information is enormous, there are many attempts to serve the information in ﬁltered, aggregated
way to the data consumer.
On the other hand the companies use Social web as valuable source of information and also as a channel to promote their products to prospective customers. In the
same time they use the knowledge extracted for the social
web to support their decision making.
Huge amount of this information can be processed automatically and that can augment the user browsing and
searching experience. In past decades there was a significant increase of usage of software applications in order
to support business processes. With emerge of Web 2.0
many existing software applications started to move to
the web environment.
In the past there was a challenge to ﬁnd some information. Nowadays there is a challenge to pick relevant information and put it into right context. Especially business
data analysts in role of data consumers ask: How could we
beneﬁt from the potential of social web data? Social web
increases its power very fast. It consists of huge amount
of user generated content which is spread across the web.
This content is already being used for diﬀerent purposes
- fun, brand building, marketing, sales support or information search. There is a high number of methods and
algorithms available which can process enormous amount
of information available on Social Web. But there methods still can not uncover potencial hidden in Social Web.
The methods are still not precise enough and the potential of the potential hidden in that enoumous amount of
data is still not fully discovered.
We recognized several open questions related to access to
information on Social web:
• Adoption of known methods and approaches to Social Web environment
• Design of new methods speciﬁc for Social Web environment
• Processing of massive datasets
• Social Web data visualization
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We decided to focus on adoption of data clustering technique by using additional information gathered from Social Web. Partially we address topic of data visualization
in user study. We analyzed approaches for processing of
textual data gathered from social web by considering speciﬁc features of social web content in order to improve
access to relevant information. We assume that precise
content clusters will beneﬁt users and social web data analysts as well.
In our research we studied text extraction, term selection,
clustering and social web speciﬁc processing methods. We
measured and evaluated the contribution of each method
to the overall quality of clusters built on top of social
web data. In our research we focus on pre-processing
phase of web content clustering. We focus on blog articles
published in Slovak language. We evaluate the impact of
diﬀerent data pre-processing methods on success of blog
clustering. We found out that applying various text data
manipulation techniques in preprocessing can improve the
quality of clusters. The quality of clusters is measured by
traditional clustering metrics like precision, recall and Fmeasure.
This paper is structured as follows: we present researches
related to our study. In other part we present methods
which deal with Social Web data from diﬀerent perspectives. In the evaluation part we present experimental results of designed methods. Evaluation was done using our
uniﬁed clustering framework and we measured impact of
processing methods on quality of ﬁnal clusters. In the
end we discuss the possible usage of high quality content
clusters in the user study.

2. Related Work
Unstructured data processing tasks are being studied from
various perspectives - data retrieval, data representation,
processing of massive datasets, data visualization and
many others. Emergence of Web 2.0 and Social Web made
the unstructured data related research even more topical.
Preprocessing. Many preprocessing concepts and algorithms - tokenization, normalization, segmentation - were
researched in early machine processing era. Currently
there is a need to adopt these concepts to ﬁt the needs of
social web. In web environment is text processing challenging task due to many abbreviations, misspelled words
or colloquial expressions. Authors in [10] discuss trivial
task as tokenizing. They explain that this task is not always simple, for example due to abbreviations. But some
special tasks require more sophisticated tokenizer as in
research [12], where authors analyze method for Twitter messages tokenizing which contain very high number
of abbreviations and special characters. Tokenized text
got normalized. Usage of normalization technique is not
only language dependent but also application domain and
machine learning method dependent, according to [11],
[19]. Diﬀerent techniques are applied which can be applied alone or in combination. Other aspects of social
web processing are related massive datasets.
Feature selection. Feature selection is closely related
to term extraction and many researched do not distinguish between those tasks. Feature selection algorithms
were introduced and tuned in past decades to process
oﬀ-line sources like newspaper, literature or legal documents. Many feature selection approaches were studied,
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N-grams, noun phrases and with POS (Part of Speech)
tags in [9] or based on word relationships derived from
corpus or linguistic resources [3]. Social Web brought additional taxonomic systems based on Wikipedia or based
on social tagging - folksonomy was introduced in [16]. Social Web brought a possibility to analyze and process the
documents by considering their wider context and used
interactions - comments, tags, web searches, web usage
and trending, hyperlinks, statuses. User comments were
studied in [2, 17, 13, 20]. Other authors [19] use basic TDIDF method. Many term selection methods are combined
with TD-IDF method, some rely on statistical methods.
Statistical methods. Usually the number of extracted
terms is too high and just the most important terms need
to be selected. According to the literature, several statistical dimensionality reductions methods could be applied.
Authors in [11] used PCA (principal component analysis)
for dimensionality reduction.
Another method useful for dimension reduction is Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) which uses mathematical technique called Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Authors in [4] used LSI for multilingual documents clustering. Authors in [8] introduced Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (pLSI) model which outperforms LSI in
many aspects.
Authors in [14] introduced LDA probabilistic topic model
which can be used also for dimensionality reduction. LDA
uses a sampling technique in order to discover K topics
in the corpus. Figure 5 describes LDA algorithm in the
plate notation. LDA has many extensions and modiﬁcations as can be read in [1]: inference techniques collapsed
Gibbs sampling, variational Bayesian inference collapsed
variational Bayesian inference, maximum likelihood estimation, and maximum a posterior estimation. Some
more can be found in [18]. According to [7] LDA was
widely adopted and used in diﬀerent text-related tasks
as text classiﬁcation, topic-speciﬁc keyword ﬁnding, topic
relationship mining or relevance feedback for information
retrieval.
Authors in [6] presented Latent Semantic Association
(LaSA) model which can be learned from the corpus using
hidden topic models like LDA or pLSI. Authors in LaSA
model preprocessed the input text where they identiﬁed
several words before and several words after the main
word and all the surrounding words considered to be context of the main word. For all the candidates they picked
surrounding features from the corpus. After that they
processed the text using LDA and got the topic vectors.
Many of models mentioned above were already studied
in conjunction with document clustering. Authors in [15]
compared pLSI and LDA as dimensionality reduction techniques for clustering. Based on the results of their experiments, they argue that LDA and pLSI can be used
for vector dimension reduction without degrading cluster
quality.
We understand document representation as very important in many text related tasks. We decided to represent documents by LDA topic model. Further direction
of research could aim to creation of a model of discussion
behavior on blog portal in order to eﬀectively plan article publishing and in order to track the activity regarding
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Figure 1: Building block of the processing framework.
the industry segments on the web. In order to achieve our
goal we need to cluster or classify the documents.
Web related processing tasks. Previously described
approaches focus on text processing. Other approaches
work with information on social web on higher level of
abstraction. Authors in [17] used the tag information
that is associated with the web pages in order to improve
clustering performance. Their method combines features
from articles with tag features. Authors in [2] presented
a recommendation framework which can recommend articles considering not only the original news itself but also
the thread of changing comments. Authors in [5] presented blog ranking algorithm based on reading, browsing
and commenting activities. Their evaluation was based
on prediction of commenting activity. Their results conﬁrmed that blog comments are valuable data source for
blog ranking. Authors considered the number of comments to be one reasonable way to measure the attractiveness of a blog. Authors said that comments made by
authoritative bloggers are more valuable. According to
the authors blog has high commenting score if many high
score bloggers make comments on it. Current researches
rely on massive data storage and processing using distributed architectures.
Visualization and analysis. Gathered and processed
data needs to be analyzed or visualized in order to squeeze
the useful knowledge from the data. Processed data is
used in various ways: recommenders, topic aggregators,
trend ﬁnders. Content based recommenders are often
used in case that the content changes are very fast (e.g.
online news) or in environments with many components
where it is hard to ﬁnd similar users based on traversal
patters. Research in recommenders is progressing fast but
the recommended content is still not fully reﬂecting the
needs of the users.

Figure 2: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.
tering. Within each task few methods are designed. Methods transform input data format into output data format.
Basic elements of our framework are depicted on the Figure 1. Data elements are blue, processing units are green.
There are 4 types of data units present during processing:
• Web documents - blog posts and news articles published in Slovak language. Web texts were manually
annotated because of evaluation of the methods.
• Web document relations - information about explicit
relations between blog authors and web comments
related to the documents.
• External sources - Wordnet, Eurovoc, lemmatization dictionary
• Content clusters - clusters created on top of processed web document
Processing tasks and methods are described below in this
section.

3.1 Term extraction
We understand term extraction as processing step which
cuts input text into terms and handles the noise in the
input data. In term extraction phase we focus on the
morphology of the language. This task is challenging especially in less studied and morphologically rich languages
like Slovak, Czech and other Slavic languages. In our
research we focused on known approaches which we adjusted to Slovak. As result of term extraction we expect
words in basic - morphologically simple - form. Our aim
is to convert text into basic tokens which will represent
the text. We studied 4 approaches to term extraction as
depicted on ﬁgure below - lemmatization, segmentation,
stemming and English stemming.

3. Methods

Lemmatization. Speciﬁc feature of Slovak are the accents. We used lemmatization dictionary and also dictionary with removed accents. With such dictionaries we
lemmatized a dataset with web articles and web comments.

In our research we focus on processing of data gathered
from social web. We gathered not only text itself but also
the relations. Our framework considers diﬀerent aspects
of processing of data on social web - web data preprocessing with accent on Slovak language, term selection on the
web and clustering which takes web data into account.
We shaped our methods on subset of social web data news articles, blog posts, user comments. Main aim of
data processing is to build precise content clusters which
can be analyzed and visualized further.

Stemming. Slovak language uses high number of sufﬁxes. We created a method, which can be considered
for very simple variation of morphological segmentation.
Our method is based on grouping lexically similar terms
into one term. We calculated lexical similarity on terms
longer than three characters. If two terms are equal on
more on 75% of term length, they are mapped to the
same lexical term. This method is evaluated indirectly
using clustering-based evaluation framework.

Processing framework handles several tasks - preprocessing, feature selection, topic segmentation and topic clus-

Morphological segmentation. We applied an algorithm for morphological segmentation on dataset where
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we ﬁltered terms shorter than three characters. We randomly selected 100 terms and manually evaluated the
quality of segmentation.
English translation approach. Machine translation
services work are being continuously improved. We created a method where translated Slovak web articles into
English, we tokenized the text and we used Porter stemmer in order to produce the stems.
We deﬁned term extraction phase as tokenization and normalization. It needs to be considered will inﬂuence feature
selection especially in case of multi-words and named entities. In speciﬁc cases term extraction and future selection
should be performed together.

3.2 Feature selection
Dataset based on natural language consists of (even after
precise preprocessing) very high number of units which
diﬀer in importance and there are also many synonyms
and homonyms (polysemy and homonymy) among these
units. The aim of the feature selection is to select a number of representative features which would represent the
input documents.
In feature selection we designed three methods which decrease the number of distinct terms by considering some
external or additional knowledge - web relations in form
of user comments, semantic dictionaries or semantic taxonomies.
In two feature selection approaches - taxonomy based and
named entiry recognition - advanced preprocessing was
ommited because both methods rely on unprocessed external taxonomies and data. Web comment data set was
preprocessed together with input documents.

3.2.1 Taxonomy based FS
Documents are usually represented as vectors of terms
without considering relations between those terms. Term
vectors can be enriched by relation by using semantic
taxonomy. Taxonomy reﬂects semantic relations between
terms, it can be created manually or inducted from big
dataset. We understand the taxonomy as an external
knowledge. There are several manually created taxonomies
currently available, e.g. Wordnet or Eurovoc. Our method
is based on grouping semantically related terms based on
Eurovoc taxonomy which is available in Slovak language.
One word approach. It uses tokenized dataset. We
consider whitespaces as delimiters. We look for identical terms in tokenized dataset and in taxonomy. In case
that the terms match we replace the terms by the parent
element from the taxonomy.
N-grams approach. This approach is more complex.
We did not use tokenized dataset as described in previous approach. We generated 1-grams, 2-grams and 3grams from the dataset. Afterwards we matched dataset
n-grams with elements from the dictionary. Then we did
another loop over matched pairs. In this loop we checked
if the elements in the pairs are equivalent. We used the
following condition - n-gram from dataset is equivalent to
expression from the taxonomy when is it is possible to
create a pair between another n-gram from the same article with another expression from the taxonomy on the
same level.
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3.2.2 Named entity recognition
. Name entities have to be process in speciﬁc way as there
are many multi word expressions.
This approach focuses on selection of names entities from
the text. In our research we focused on component-based
approach. Our named entity recognition framework consists of 5 components: Wikipedia component, component
based on Regular Expressions, online dictionary of named
entities, Google component and local dictionary component.
Most of the components rely on external knowledge Wikipedia, dictionary of named entities or Google services. We mentioned several times in this work that we
focus mainly on Slovak language on social web. Some
components rely on dictionaries in Slovak language - dictionary with Slovak names and online dictionary. Google
and Wikipedia are general well know services which work
quite well also with Slovak language.

3.2.3 FS based on Web comments
Our research focuses primarily on user-generated textual
data gathered from Social Web. Web comments are valuable source of such user-generated content. Aim of our
method is to extend web documents with information
from the web comments. Web comments data is usually
noisy - comments with poor grammar or spamm comments. We designed a method which select only high
quality comments from the dataset. Method for selecting
high quality comments considers quality of the author,
quality of the comment as relation to other comments
and quality of the comment itself based on text analysis.
UserRank is based on PageRank algorithm and user behavior characteritics. User who has many replies on his
comments we consider as more important.
U (i) =

∑
(1 − d)
+d∗
Wu (j, i) ∗ U (j)
N
i

(1)

CommentRank is based on the structure of the discussion.
Comments with many replies have higher impact than the
comments with only few replies.
C(i) =

∑ C(j)
(1 − d)
+d∗
N
N (j)
i

(2)

FeatureRank is based on the comment itself. Frequency
of usage of questionmarks, exclamations, stars, capital
letters, web links a emoticons was considered. Sum of
frequencies was divided by length of the comment not
to compromise longer comments. Higher FeatureRank
means that comment contains many special characters
and such comments are usually of low quality.
F (i) =

fo + fv + fh + fl + fs
nw

(3)

TotalRank is calculated as sum of all the characteristics.
Comments from inﬂuential users and with many replies
are increasing the rank of the comment.
U serRank + CommentRank − F eatureRank

(4)

Comment selection approach is based on ﬁltering high
quality comments from the dataset. Comments were ordered based on TotalRank and only 20% of top comments
were used for further processing.
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3.3 Document - Topic segmentation
Previous methods rely on some kinds of dictionaries or on
social web knowledge in order to pick most representative
features. In related work section we presented several approaches to feature dimensionality reduction. Other approaches to select representative features are based on statistical methods. Dimensionality reduction is a commonly
used step in machine learning, especially when dealing
with a high dimensional space of features [Feature selection for dimensionality reduction]. We included into our
methods also statistical methods which are able to operate
over text dataset but they are not constrained to operate
over text dataset. We use LDA in order to transform feature vectors into topics. LDA methods consider feature
distribution or co-occurrence of features and signiﬁcantly
decrease the document feature vectors. We used LDA in
order to decrease the dimensionality of the features.
Document(f1 , f2 , ..., fn )→Document(t1 , t2 , ..., t20 ) (5)
Most important output LDA algorithm is document-topic
matrix. Number of topics was experimentally set to 20.
We considered this number as optimal for our dataset. After running LDA over dataset we got article-topic matrix
which we used as input for clustering algorithm.

of blogcommentator edges. In unweighted case there is
an edge between blog and commentator when the commentator posts at least one comment to the blog. In
weighted case we counted the number of comments which
the commentator posted to the blog. According to the
visualization depicted on Figure 2 it is obvious that blogcommentator edges create clusters.
In order to provide precise evaluation of the social clusters
we represented each blog Bi from blogs B as vector of its
commentators C = {c1 , c2 , ..., c|c| }. In weighted case Nti is
the number of times the commentator ct posts a comment
related to the blog bi. In unweighted case Nti is 1 when
commentator ct appears at least ones in the discussion
related to the blog bi and 0 in other cases. Then were the
blog vectors Bi clustered using K-means algorithm into
social clusters S.
Combined method. Previous method relies exclusively
on implicit relations between commented blogs and commentators. Our third method uses implicit relations between commentators and blogs in addition to the content clustering method. It combines content clustering
approach with clustering based on implicit relations in
comments. Algorithm which combines both approaches
consists of six steps:

3.4 Topic clustering
LDA method used for dimensionality reduction transformed
documents represented by features into documents represented by topics. We used topics instead of features in
clustering algorithm because number of distinct would be
too high. On the other hand, number of topics was set
to 20 what was a solid base for applying the clustering
algorithm.
Document(t1 , t2 , ..., t20 )→Ci

(6)

As a result of clustering method we got the input documents organized in deﬁned number of clusters. Number
of clusters was deﬁned according to the dataset characteristics.

3.5 Postprocessing
As we already described, web documents contain not only
content itself but also user interactions are part of it. We
used this data in order to create more precise clusters in
phase called postprocessing. Postprocessing method employs articles, comments, users or clusters and the connections between them into process of building high quality
content clusters. We are proposing a method which creates clusters by considering article - commenter matrix
and a method which combines traditional content based
clustering with article - commenter matrix.
Clustering based on comments. Clustering method
based on implicit relations creates clusters of the blogs according to commentators who commented the blogs. This
method is based on our assumption that similar commentators comment similar blogs and we also assume that
blogs have characteristic themes and characteristic commentators. This method does not rely on language processing.
Our preliminary explorations are depicted on Figure 2
where we represented blogs and commentators as undirected graph G(V, E), where V={v1 , v2 , ..., vn } stands for
blogs and commentators and E={e1 , e2 , ..., en } stands for
edges. We created weighted and unweighted variations

1. Loop. Repeat content clustering method 10 times
on whole dataset and create the content clusters G.
2. Select. Identify 10% of blogs in dataset which are
most likely changing the clusters and put them into
set U.
3. Cluster. Cluster blogs which are represented by
their commentators and create clusters S.
4. Compute. For each item uk from U, ﬁnd social cluster S1 where uk is from S1 and ﬁnd Gk from G
with minimal HammingDistance(s1 , gk ) and assign
item uk →Gk . HammingDistance function counts
the number of positions where are corresponding
values diﬀerent.
5. Update. Update content clusters for each item uk
from U.
6. Evaluate. Evaluate updated clusters from G by comparing with manually annotated dataset.
In our research we studied statistical methods for feature
selection and we found out that they are not precise on
small dataset. Postprocessing method overcomes drawbacks of statistical methods by considering comments related to the web articles and blog posts.

4. Findings and evaluation
Our research focuses on clustering of web documents by
considering knowledge hidden on social web and some external data as well. We designed and evaluated methods which operate in various stages of content processing
(term extraction, feature selection, postprocessing) as described in previous section.

4.1 Evaluation approach and dataset description
Methods are evaluated against manually annotated dataset.
Our clusters represent documents and articles with similar
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Nr.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Table 1: Dataset characteristisc
Characteristics name
Value
Number of commentators
34336
Number of comments
2733278
Number of blogs
27999
Average number of comment replies
1,38
Number of direct comments
715058
Average number of replies on blog
715058
Max number of blog comments
1858

content. Some methods were evaluated separately; some
were evaluation as part of clustering framework. Experiments were evaluated using Precision, Recall, F-measure
which are deﬁned as follows:

P recision =

Recall =

truepositives
truepositives + f alsepositives

truepositives
truepositives + f alsenegatives

F − measure = 2 ∗

precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(7)

(8)

(9)

Dataset description. In our experiments we work with
two kinds of data - blogs and comments. From our blog
dataset we manually picked 200 representative blogs and
labeled them manually using 4 labels. Characteristics of
our comments dataset are provided in Table 1.
Described dataset was used for evaluation within entire
processing framework. Some speciﬁc components were
evaluated separately on speciﬁc datasets.

4.2 Experimental results
Aim of this chapter is to present the results of most important experiments performed using proposed social web
processing framework. Experiments show potential and
drawbacks of designed processing framework.

Figure 3: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.
English processing. In other setup of experiment we
focused on English based processing. Clustering of articles in our dataset was successful in case of 4 topics and
in case of 10 topics as well. Main reason of success is
that Slovak to English translation works quite well and
that English is morphologically not as rich as Slovak. We
could apply Porter stemmer and decrease the number of
word forms. At the Figure 7, English based processing
is represented by the very right bar. English processing
signiﬁcantly overcome processing in Slovak language. It is
obvious that proposed preprocessing methods and rather
simplistic and there is much space for improvements and
ﬁne tuning.
We found out that preprocessing task considerably inﬂuence the quality of the content clusters. This inﬂuence is
obvious in caseased on the experiments we of processing
in English using Porter stemmer. The gap between processing in Slovak and English is signiﬁcant, so we suggest
ﬁne tune Slovak preprocessing methods in order to build
high quality content clusters.

4.2.2 Feature selection based on web comments
In this section we present results of experiments done on
comment based feature selection method which was described in [3.3.3]. Experiment was done on subset of our
dataset with 6 manually annotated categories. In order to
evaluate proposed method we designed three experiments:
1. Selected articles were processed by basic preprocessing, LDA reduction and topic clusters were created.

4.2.1 Preprocessing evaluation and taxonomy usage
We proposed several preprocessing methods. In experimental evaluation we measured the impact of diﬀerent
preprocessing methods on quality of content clusters. We
performed experiments on two sets: on 4 topics and on 10
topics. As depicted in the Figure 7, applying lemmatization processing F-measure increased in both sets. Usage
of Eurovoc and lexical classes was successful just in case
of 4 topics and it decreased the F-measure in case of 10
topics. The reason of decrease of F-measure in case of
10 topic dataset is the domain speciﬁc dictionary. And
the dictionary does not cover all of the 10 topics. Lexical
stemming decreases number of distinct forms. But it can
increase ambiguity of the processing and degrade quality
of content clusters as it was measured in case of 10 topic
dataset.
We proposed to include external knowledge into document
processing. We found out that domain in both cases need
to be considered precisely. There is a challenge to ﬁnd
domain speciﬁc dictionary in case of rarely used languages
as Slovak.

2. Top comments related to the articles were selected
using proposed method. Only comment features
were processed further
3. Articles and related top comments were used for further processing.
Experimental results are depicted on the ﬁgure 4. Setup
where only comments were processed had the worst results. Setup where articles were processed together with
related comments slightly overperformed initial scenario
where only articles were processed.
According the experimental results, clustering of comment features themselves brings worse results then clustering of the articles. The reason is that in some cases
the content of the discussion in comments does not correspond with the content of the article. But in most cases
the comments extend the basic idea of the article. That is
why overall quality of clusters can be improved by combining both approaches. In comment-based feature selection
we found out that comments feature vector contains very
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supplement to content-based clustering. In postprocessing we focused on increasing the quality of content clusters by applying some knowledge acquired by mining the
comments which are related to clustered documents. We
found out that clusters purely based on implicit social
connections between commenting users diﬀer from clusters based on content. But we found out that content
clusters can be improved by considering social ties in case
of articles without distinct topic. Combination of content
clusters with comment based clusters for articles without
distinct topic improved overall quality of clustering.

4.2.4 Intepretation of the experimental part
Figure 4: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.
Table 2: Comment based clustering results
Nr. Method name
F-measure
1
Weighted edge based
0,42
2
Unweighted edge based
0,52

frequent features which are not present in article feature
vector. That could help to give broader insight to the
articles.

4.2.3 Postprocessing evaluation
We evaluated both proposed postprocessing methods: clustering based on commnents and method with combined
content and comment clustering. Results of the ﬁrst experiment are presented in the table 2. It may be surprising the unweighted experiment setup overperformed
weighted. It is so because comment based clusters diﬀer
from content based clusters. And by weighteing the relations the diﬀerences between both comment based clusters
and annotated dateset were more signiﬁcant.
In other setup where content clusters and comment clusters were combined, we run repeated the experiment 10
times and calculated F-measure after each observation.
The results are depicted on the ﬁgure below. The quality of the clusters slightly increased in F-measure in most
cases.
Based on experimental results our comment-based enhancement has very small but positive impact on quality
of clusters. Impact of proposed method is small due to
the fact that it was applied on small subset of unstable
posts. Our experiment shows that a method which takes
implicit ties between commentators into account beneﬁt
the clustering method but just in case that it is user as a

Web concentrates great amount of user generated data
like bookmarks, tags or comments which can be used
in various text-related tasks. We designed a processing
framework which aims to build high quality content clusters on top of social web data. We designed content clustering framework as set of processing tasks which inﬂuence each other and more or less impacts the quality of
the content clusters. In our experiments we measured the
impact of diﬀerent processing methods on quality of the
content clusters.
We found out that the lemmatization task signiﬁcantly
increases the quality of clusters. We found out that the
quality of clusters can be increased also by features selection based on taxonomy. We tested our taxonomy based
feature selection method on several datasets and we found
out that it improved the quality of clustering just in case
when our taxonomy matched the used dataset. We also
found out that clustering based on translation of Slovak
text into English and applying English processing methods signiﬁcantly outperformed processing in Slovak. We
found out that there is much space for improving Slovak
text processing methods.
We evaluated usage of comments in feature selection taks
and also in postprocessing task. We both cases we observed that comments comments should be processed together with the articles not separately.
We designed also named entity recognition method. This
method was evaluated separately not as part of content
clustering framework. We found out that method which
consists of diﬀerent processing components increases the
overall quality of the recognition. And we found out that
the overall quality of the system of components is higher
than the quality of any separate component. This supports the ﬁnding learned from comment processing: increased amount of data and increased number of processing tasks has positive inﬂuence on quality of the content
clusters. Main constraint in case of very complex data
processing frameworks is the performnace.
Based on results of provided experiments we conclude
that combination of term extraction, feature selection,
clustering and postprocessing tasks lead to better clustering results. But liminations like complexity of Slovak
language, lack of well deﬁned taxonomies or scalability
constraints related to processing of complex Social Web
datasets should be considered.

5. The user study
Figure 5: Diﬀerent term extraction approaches.

Motivation of our research was to simplify information
access on the Social Web. In the user study we demonstrate how content clusters help the users to get the rele-
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Table 3: Click through rate based on content
Name
Clicks Views Rate Type
E 145rMY
6281
97308 6.45 Speciﬁc
E 141Pae
2329
37387 6,23 Speciﬁc
E 143Swv
1705
30663 5,56 Speciﬁc
E 146ARD
1522
25485 5,97 Speciﬁc
E 147QCz
1249
19323 6,46 Speciﬁc
E 142JoY
845
16294 5,19 Speciﬁc
E 148vNA
929
15706 5,91 Speciﬁc
E 149CXm
480
9808
4,89 Speciﬁc
What’s up 298vJN
800
30152 2,65 General
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Figure 6: Another approach to visualization of
clusters is the calendar view.

vant information. User study was based on analysis done
on three web applications displaying the same content via
there diﬀerent web applications - Noticeboard, Widgetizer
and Visualizer.
Noticeboard. We designed a web application where the
user put notices about coming cultural events together
with short descriptions and classiﬁcations. The users insert information into the noticeboard because they want
their submission reach the broader audience.
Widgetizer. Its name is derived from its main functionality - creating widgets. Widgetizer is a tool which allows
the users to create HTML widgets which visualize the
information gathered from RSS sources. Content of the
widget is ﬁltered based on manually speciﬁed selections.
Widgetizer is able to handle techniques like personalized
recommendations and targeted context adds.
We designed an information propagation architecture based
on web services and syndication formats. Aim of the
architecture is to distribute relevant information to the
small web pages without much work and programming
knowledge. Architecture has three main components feed aggregator, datastore and data distribution channel. Information distributed through distribution channel
can be ﬁltered manually and automatically depending on
source content and the content of the target web page.
According the user study we assume that the content
within the same content cluster or category is more interesting for the end user as diﬀerent kind of content. Table
above compares user interests for general content and ﬁltered content. User are most than twice more interested
into ﬁltered content that to general content.
Visualizer. Business is able to analyze the clusters and
the activity in these clusters, business can collect moods,
trends and feedback from the social web. Created segments can be analyzed using click stream analysis software (e.g. Google Analytics). Additionally, on the back
end, editors are beneﬁting by being able to share, associate and package news (products, information) across
properties, signiﬁcantly increasing opportunities to monetize content. This is out of scope of this paper to discuss
the monetization of the content.
Based on the evaluation, it is obvious that information
consumers need the information to be organized in speciﬁc blocks. Usually users are interested in the information within speciﬁc topic and thus information organized in content clusters will help the users to orientate
in social web space - no matter whether the end user just

Figure 7: Activity on clusters can be analysed.
searches the web or business analyst analyses the activity
and trends within a cluster.

6. Conclusions and contributions
In this paper we discussed topics related to clustering on
Social Web: deﬁnition of information producer and information consumer, design of content processing framework
with focus on clustering and evaluation of its components,
user study which demonstrates the beneﬁts of the content
clusters for the web users.
In the introduction part of this paper we described an
idea of connecting information producer with information
consumer in eﬀective way. With Web 2.0 every web user
got a possibility to be a web publisher. Now web user
acts usually in two roles in the same time - content producer and content consumer. User as content producer is
ﬂadding web space with enormous amount of data as statuses, comments or tags. And the user in role of content
consumer tries pick up most relevant content for him. We
concluded that user in role of content consumer should
get the information in eﬀective way by relying on automated data processing. Based on our research we state
that social web user usually acts as information producer
and information consumer in the same time. We identiﬁed as very important to receive web data in eﬀective and
thus we focused on organizing documents into clusters.
We proposed to organize social web data into content clusters can help the information consumers eﬀectively receive
the information. Main part of this paper focuses on content processing framework for building high quality content clusters. Processing framework consists of several
components which operate in diﬀerent processing steps.
Intensive processing of unstructured data is a prerequisite of high quality outputs. We found out that information preprocessing signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the quality
of content clusters. Then we found out that quality of
content clusters can be inﬂuenced by dictionaries but the
domain of the dictionary needs to match domain of the
input dataset.
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We intensively analyzed web comments. We used content
of web comments as extension of web documents and also
we used web comments as indicator of relations between
social web documents. Enriching web documents with
comments had positive impact on overall quality of clustering. But we found that processing comments increases
quality of clusters only in cases that comments are processed together with articles.
Then we designed several social web applications which
are intended to operate on top of the created content clusters - noticeboards, widgetizer, visualizer or calendar. We
assume that such application will bring new possibilities
for more eﬀective usage of social web. Based on the user
study we think that business areas like Customer Relationship Management, Product Management and Marketing can beneﬁt from knowledge retrieved from social web.
The better these business areas know their target audience, the more tailor-made solutions can they prepare. In
order to get internet-based information about their customers and products they need to gather, process and
analyze information from the social web and integrate it
into their internal enterprise applications.
Proposed methods were deployed on traditional architectures. Traditional approaches are short on scalability.
This challenge can be eﬀectively solved by big data approach which we ﬁnd very promissing. As a future work
we recommend to analyze social web content with considering relations on social web. And also we recommend
focus on processing of very big datasets gathered from
social web.
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